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SUBJECT: SUPER LOVV / ZERO EMISSION BUS PROGRAM
ACTION:

AUTHORIZE SOLICITATION FOR ADVANCED 40' BUSES

A. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer and the Advanced Transit Vehicle Consortium
( A N C ) to solicit a Best Value Request for Proposal (RFP) for award of one or more
contracts to purchase up to 30 Super LowIZero Emission Buses as a competitive
negotiation pursuant to PCC § 20217 and MTA's Procurement Policies and
Procedures.
B. As part of this RFP for Super LowIZero Emission Buses, authorize staff to include
RFP terms and conditions evaluation criteria and proposal submittal requirements
designed to create employment opportunities in Los Angeles County.

By June 2012, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) is scheduled to issue
renewed guidance requiring the procurement of zero emission buses (ZEB) for public
transit operators. At this time, many ZEB technologies are immature, prohibitively
expensive and/or unreliable and unsuitable for daily transit service. This procurement is
intended to help foster new developmental ZEB technologies, and to increase MTA
operation's exposure to these advanced technologies. Several advanced technology
propulsion systems are expected to be considered as part of this procurement,
potentially including vehicles using fuel cells, batteries, or other advanced electric-hybrid
systems. It is likely that two or more different technical approaches will be
demonstrated as part of this procurement.

At the March Board Meeting, staff was directed by the Board to "Develop a
recommended strategy and timeline, subject to future review and approval by the MTA
Board, for transitioning to super lowlzero emission buses." In response to this direction,
last month the Advanced Transit Vehicle Consortium (ATVC) adopted a resolution to
initiate an RFP for up to 30 super low emissionslzero emission buses, and the A N C
Board asked that these procurement plans be brought back to the MTA Board for
concurrence.

DISCUSSION
The A N C action authorizes the initiation of a new competitive solicitation for 40' transit
buses as described in PCC 920217. Between FY12-FYI 5, M I A and A N C have been
directed by the Board to procure ZEBISLEB buses to replace buses that will reach the
end of their useful life during this period. Part of A N C ' s action included direction to
potentially consider multiple awards, and to return to the ATVC and MTA Board with
alternative procurement scenarios if appropriate (i.e. such as larger quantities of
vehicles if required to reach economies of scale).
The use of a "Best Value" competitive negotiation process will provide for consideration
of such factors as;
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Broadest possible range of competing technologies, products and materials
available
New Technology Propulsion Systems with Significant Emissions
ReductionIBenefits
Fitness of purpose
Performance reliability
Manufacturer's warranty
Support logistics
Other similar factors in addition to price in the award of these contracts.

Utilization of this process for this procurement will also permit discussions with the
proposers to evaluate the performance and reliability of the proposed components,
warranty factors, cost data and delivery time tables to determine the bus most suited for
MTA1sneeds.
Staff does not recommend using a conventional low-bid procurement approach. Using a
"Low Bid" procurement approach would not be suitable for considering design,
engineering, and advancements in technology and manufacturing requirements
associated with producing advanced lightweight vehicles.
As part of this solicitation, staff intends to quantify the value of advanced technology
ZEB and SLEB vehicles. The intent of this procurement is to provide MTA with vehicles
that exceed all current emission requirements. It is expected that proposers may submit

vehicles powered by hydrogen fuel cells, battery electric propulsion systems, as well as
advanced ICE.
If this item is approved, staff plans to initiate a solicitation within 60 days. The
procurement process is expected to be conducted during this summerlfall, and an
award recommendation would be expected shortly after the end of this calendar year. It
is expected that aside from the propulsion systems, this procurement would be for
conventional 40' buses. At this time it is unknown how quickly vehicles would be
produced under this contract, but it is expected that vehicles would be delivered and put
into service between FYI2-FY 15.
Routine replacement of bus fleet rolling stock is a normal part of MTA's operation. Use
of a negotiated procurement approach for these acquisitions helps ensure that vehicles
procured are best suited for MTA's operational requirements. These buses are also
expected to serve as a demonstration for new technologies that can provide future
emission benefits for our fleet.
The use of a Local Jobs Program in the RFP submittal requirements and evaluation
criteria would allow staff to create incentives for revenue vehicle manufacturers to
consider developing design, manufacture and assembly jobs in Los Angeles County. A
recent determination by the Federal Transportation Agency (FTA) prohibits the use of
local preference incentives in a federally funded program.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Funds required to issue this procurement are included in the FYI2 budget cost center
3320 Vehicle Technology in project 306002, Operations Maintenance. Once this
solicitation is completed, staff will return to the Board to authorize the contract award
and establish a life-of-project budget for these buses.
Impact to Budget
The source of funds for the buses will be identified at time of contract award. Most likely
they will be funds eligible for bus and rail operations and capital. Preliminary funding
plans for this contract(s) include a combination of local funds, including MR35 Clean
Fuel and TDA4 funding during FY13, FY14, and FYI5 at approximately $10 million each
year.
The final decision and commitment to buy buses will be made after the solicitation is
complete and the total cost of the buses is known. If this action is approved, funding for
this procurement would then be identified and committed as part of the annual update of
the FY12-FYI5 Capital Program and Ten Year Forecast. The Chief Operating Office
and the Project Manager will be responsible for budgeting future year costs for the life of
the project.
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
Staff considered not proceeding with the purchase of these buses at this time. This
alternative is not recommended as deferring the purchase of these new vehicles would
delay the transition to ZEB requested by the Board and continue operation of
conventional CNG bus technologies. It is expected that this action will help foster
accelerated develop of low emission technologies that may be used for the MTA bus
fleet in the future.
A second alternative considered by staff was to use a "low-bid" procurement approach
rather than procuring these vehicles using a negotiated procurement. A low-bid
procurement approach is not recommended due to the technically sophisticated nature
of these vehicles.
A third alternative considered was to use Federal funding sources for this contract. By
electing to use local funding sources, staff has the option of including local preferences
as a consideration in any contract award(s).
Staff also considered purchasing larger 45' or 60' buses. At this time, staff has
determined that MTA's bus fleet has enough articulated 60' and 45' composite buses to
effectively cover MTA's highest ridership lines that require larger vehicles.

NEXT STEPS

If this action is approved, staff would proceed with a new Best Value solicitation for 40'
buses.

ATTACHMENTS
A:
B:

Motion by Directors Villaraigosa, Knabe, Antonvich
ATVC Board Action Approving RFP for 30 Buses

Prepared by:

John Drayton
Manager of Vehicle Technology, Los Angeles Metro
Executive Vice President, Advanced Transit Vehicle Consortium
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Chief Operations Officer

Arthur Leahy
Chief Executive Officer
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ATTACHMENT A

FINANCE AND BUDGET COMMITTEE
MARCH 18,2014
OPERATIONS C O M N I r n
MARCH 17.2011

MOTION BY DIRECTORS VILLARAIGOSA, KNABE AND
ANTONOVICH
Super LowTZero EmissionBus Program

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) was a pioneer in
moving its bus fleet to cleaner alternativefuels and continues to be a ndonal leader,
with the largest fleet of compressed natural gas (CNG) buses in Ute U.S. and a 100%
CNG fleet.
This transitionfrom diesel to CNG buses was not made for economic or business
reasons.
It was known and it is the case that the transition woufd cost MTA more than continuing
with a diesel fleet through higher v e h i oosts and new fueling irrfrastructure.

Instead, the MTA Board made this transition fcr public policy reasons, namely to reduce
emissions (particulate matter, nRrous oxides, and suhr oxides) and imprwe public
health.
The MTA Board decided to make an investment in cleaner air for ths residents, workers,
and visiiors of Loa Angeles County and the South Coast a t basin.
Since MTA started buying CNG buses them has been a growing focus on reducing
greenhouse gases (GHG) as well.
Today, emerging technologies offer the hope of super low or zero emissions, including
electric, fuel dl,and hybrid buses.
However, buses featuring these technologies have a number of challenges for operating
agencies like MTA, including limited in-service experience, relative higher vehicle
,and potentialeddional infrastnrcture
On the other hand, these newer buses may reduce operating and maintenance coats
and lower life cyde costs than our current k t
As a matter of pubtic policy, MTA should continue to be on the brefront of deploying
lower emission buses, but we should do so in a fiscal@and operationally prudent
manner.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the MTA Board direct the CEO to develop a
recommendedstrategy and timeline, subject to future mview and approval by the
MTA Board, for transitioning to super lowhero emission buses.
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ATTACHMENT B

ADVANCED TRANSIT VEHICLE CONSORTIUM
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transpartatioo Authorily
900 Lyon Street. MS 30-2-1
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Board of Directors:

April 20,201 1
TO:

FROM:

/

JOHN

SUBJECT: PROCUREMENT OF ZERO EMISSION BUSES
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At the March 201 1 Operations Committee meeting, the Metro Board of
Directors recommended a separate RFP that would be released
simultaneously to this Best value RFP to obtain up to 30 zero emission
revenue vehicles that can be assessed as a pilot prototype program
l

RECOMMENDATION:

A. The A N C Board finds that the procurement of forty-foot (40') Zero
Emission Transit Buses under Public Utilities Code 3 130232 does not
constitute a procurement method adequate for MTA's needs. The Board
hereby authorizes procurement of these 40' advanced transit buses
pursuant to Public Contracts Code (PCC) $20217 for procurement by
competitive negotiation.
Requires Two-Thirds Vote
B. Authorize the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to solicit a Best Value
Request for Proposal (RFP) for a contract to purchase up to 10 advanced
transit buses, with Options for up to an additional 20 buses, as a competitive
negotiation pursuant to PCC § 20217 and MTAs Procurement Policies and
Procedures.
C. Authorize staff to include RFP terms and conditions, evaluation criteria
and proposal requirements designed to create employment opportunities in
Los Angeles County if permitted by the project funding source.
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ISSUE
This action authorizes the initiation of a new competitive solicitation for forty-foot (40')
zero emission transit buses as described in PCC 520217. Between N12-FYl4, MTA
will procure a base order of 10 zero emission buses to replace buses that will reach the
end of their useful life during this period. The 20 option vehicles in this order would
provide to purchase additional replacement vehicle ifrequired.
The use of a "Best Value" competitive negotiation process will provide for consideration
of such factors as:
The use of innovative new technologies
The use of competing products and materials
e Fitness of purpose
Manufacturer's warranty
Vendor financing
r Performance reliability
8
Standardization Life cycle costs
Delivery timetables
* Support logistics
0
Other similar factors in addition to price in the award of these contracts.
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Utilization of this process for this procurement will also permit discussions with the
proposers to evaluate the performance and reliability of the proposed components,
warranty factors, cost data and delivery time tables to determine the bus most suited for
MTA's needs.
Staff does not recommend using a conventional low-bid procurement approach. Using
a "Low Bid" procurement approach would not be suitable for considering design,
engineering, advancements in technology and manufacturing requirements associated
with producing advanced lightweight vehicles.

As part of this solicitation, staff intends to quantify various approaches to achieving a
Zero Emission Bus for transit operations. The California Air Resources Board (CARB)
has identified three different approaches for reaching a ZEB standard: fuel cells,
battery-electric, and electric trolley-bus. This solicitation will ~onsiderany of these
approaches, and will identify the approach that offers the most cost effective ZEB in
terms of vehicle cost, life cycle operating cost, and facility costs. This procurement will
also consider technical approaches that qualify as 'Super LOWEmissionnvehicles,
compared to current emission standards.
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Staff considered using a "low-bid" procurement approach rather than procuring these
vehicles using a negotiated procurement. A low-bid procurement approach is not
recommended due to the technically sophisticated nature of these vehicles.
FINANCIAL IMPACT

Funds required to issue this procurement are included in the FYI2 budget in projects
201060 and 306002, Cost Center 3320 Vehicle Technology. Once this solicitation is
completed, Staff will return to the Board to authorize the contract award and to establish
a life-of-project budget for these buses.
lrn~acts
to Bus and Rail Enter~riseFund O~eratinaand Capital Budaets
The source of funds for the buses will be identified at the time of contract award. Most
likely they will be funds eligible for bus and rail operations and capital.
Funding for these buses is included in WITA's adopted Long Range Plan and Ten-Year
Financial Forecasts. The final decision and commitment to buy buses will be made after
the solicitation is complete and the total cast of the buses is known. If this action is
approved, funding for this procurement would then be identified and committed as part
of the annual update of the FY12-FYI4 Capital Program and Ten-Year Forecast. The
Chief Operating Officer and the Project Manager will be responsible for budgeting
futures year costs for the life of the project.

NEXT STEPS
If this action is approved, this recommendationwill be forwarded to the MTA Board of
Directors for their review and concurrence. If the MTA Board concurs with this action,
staff will proceed with a new Best Value solicitation for 40' zero emission buses.
Attachment
Copies:

-

Villaragrosa/Knabe/Antonovich Motion
Art Leahy

Paul Taylor
Lonnie Mitchell
Richard Hunt
Alex DiNuizo
Mike Stange
John Roberts
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